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HOW TO FRAME A SILK IMPRESSION PRINT

 1. Lay frame on a flat surface.  

 2. Carefully remove clips

from frame and lift off the

Perspex®.  

(Perspex® clip frames

typically come with a paper

filler.)  

 3. Turn the filler to ensure

the blank side is facing you.  

(The Silk Impression Print

will be several centimeters

larger than the frame.)  

 4. Lay the Silk Impression

Print on top of the frame

(position it with a few

centimeters of extra

material on all sides).  

 5. Tuck the excess material

under the paper filler.  

 6. Place Perspex® on top of

print and put the clips back

onto the frame.  

Using a Mount

Use Masking tape to secure the Silk

Impression Print onto the back of the

Mount as illustrated here :-

Using a Perspex ® frame

Each print will be a little larger in

width & height than ordered, this is to

ensure you have the extra fabric

needed for framing –

• Approximately 4cm larger in height

& width for A3 prints.

• Approximately 6cm larger in height

& width for Standard prints.

• Approximately 10cm larger in height

& width for Large prints.

Extra fabric for framing



ORIENTATION

The silk impression fabric does not crush easily but if there are any creases when you

unpack, just lightly iron prior to framing it.

SILK IMPRESSION FABRIC

Most Silk Impression Prints can be displayed as Portrait or Landscape.  If you have selected to

add an Artists Mark it’s location will be impacted by the Artworks orientation :-



LOCATION OF FRAMED ARTWORK
If hanging a single Artwork it's best to

hang at eye level. 

If hanging Artwork on a staircase,

angle the Artwork in line with the

staircase (as illustrated) ensuring that

the centre of the Artwork is at eye

level, typically 60 inches from the

step directly below. The Artworks can

be displayed as a mix of portrait and

landscape, you can also mix sizes and

frame types.

Exposure to strong sunlight can drain the colour from the silk

impression fabric, so it’s best to avoid hanging your artwork anywhere

where it will receive a lot of direct sunlight. If you specifically want

to hang the Artwork in your sunroom, make sure that the Artwork is

framed with a UV filtering acrylic frame rather than a glass one.

If hanging Artwork above furniture e.g. a couch, as a rule of thumb locate your Artwork

no more than 6 inches above the furniture and 2-3 inches apart from any other

Artworks.

If you're creating an Art Wall by grouping a

series of Artworks ensure that the centre of

the grouping is at eye level, ideally about 60

inches from floor level.


